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Our goal is to obtain an existence result for the Synge equations describing the 
motion of two charged particles within the framework of classical electrodynamics. 
The one-dimensional case was recognized by R. D. Driver as a system of functions 
differential equations whose delays depend on the unknown trajectories of the 
charged particles. While in the one-dimensional case the equations of motion form 
a retarded functional differential system, in the three-dimensional case they form a 
neutral functional differential system. The main difficulty arises in the existence 
theory of neutral systems. Here we propound a fixed point approach to solving the 
problem, based on the theory of densifying mappings in locally convex spaces. The 
fixed point theorem obtained includes as a particular case a corresponding theorem 
of B. N. Sadovskii. 0 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
In 1845. Gauss described the conception of an action at a distance 
propagated with a finite velocity. In 1921 W. Pauli [l] drew the explicit 
form of the field by retarded potentials. In 1940 J. L. Synge [2] undertook 
a direct attack on the electromagnetic two-body problem. From that time 
on an open problem was the existence theorems for these equations of 
motion. The one-dimensional case is recognized by R. D. Driver [3] as a 
system of functional differential equations whose delays depend on the 
unknown trajectories of the charged particles. While in the one-dimen- 
sional case the equations of motion are of retarded type, in the three- 
dimensional case they are of neutral type. The main difficulty arises in the 
existence theory for neutral functional differential systems. In the present 
paper we propound a lixed point approach to solve the problem, based on 
the fixed point properties of densifying mappings in locally convex spaces. 
This method allows one to obtain frames of stability and instability of the 
two-body problem. The Sadovskii results [4] turn out to be a particular 
case of our results. 
A preliminary announcement of the present paper is given in [S]. 
This paper consists of two parts. In the first part the notion of 
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@-densifying mapping in locally convex spaces is introduced. The main 
result is a fixed point theorem for @-densifying mappings. In the second 
part this fixed point theorem is used to show the existence of a solution of 
functional equations with delays. The initial value problem for the neutral 
system of equations of motion is reduced to an operator equation in a 
suitable locally convex space. The same fixed point theorem implies the 
existence of a solution of the system mentioned. 
I. A FIXED POINT THEOREM FOR DENSIFYING MAPPINGS 
IN LOCALLY CONVEX SPACES 
There are a great number of papers dealing with densifying mappings in 
Banach and locally convex spaces. We direct the reader’s attention to only 
a few of them [4,6, 71. The general theory of densifying mappings in 
locally convex spaces is developed by B. Sadovskii (cf. [4]). But his theory 
is not applicable to our operator representation corresponding to the initial 
value problem for Synge’s equations. That is why our first purpose is to 
prove a fixed point theorem for operators densifying with respect to a 
suitable measure of noncompactness. Here we introduce a new class of den- 
sifying operators which includes Sadovskii’s operators. In fact, we extend 
the classical Darbo construction [8] to locally convex spaces, which is suf- 
ficient for the applications in the second part. Meanwhile the following 
topological problem arises. In [4] Sadovskii, using Kuratowski’s or 
Hausdorff’s measure of noncompactness, hows that compact sets for the 
limiting compact operators appear in the first translinite step. The question 
of how this translinite process can be extended in order to include the 
operators is the subject of this paper. 
Let X be a separated uniform space whose uniformity is generated by a 
saturated family of pseudometrics d = {p&x, y): BE g}, where $3 is an 
index set. Denote by (2x), the space of all bounded and closed subsets of 
X. Define the Hausdorff metrics between the sets A # 0 and B # 0 in the 
usual way: Dis$dA, B)=max{sup,..~&~ B), supyGBpB(y, A)}, 8~98 
(cf. [9]). Since we assume X unbounded, we must exclude the empty set. 
LEMMA 1.1. The space (2x), equipped with a family of pseudometrics 
&D = { Dist,(A, B) : p E LS? >, turns into a uniform space. 
The proof is analogous to the proof of a metric case (cf. [9]). 
LEMMA 1.2. Zf X is sequentially complete, then (2x),,, is also sequentially 
complete. 
409!151/2-I3 
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ProoJ: Let {A,}~=, be a Cauchy sequence in (2.“‘),; that is, for every 
E > 0 there is an index n, = ~JF) such that 
Dist,(A,,, A,,,) < E (1) 
for every n > n, and every BE &?. 
BY LfL+, A, we denote the set consisting of all x E X which have a non- 
empty intersection with infinitely many sets of the sequence (cf. [9]). 
Putting L = LS,, _ acI A,,, we show that lim, _ % Dist&L, A,,) = 0 for every 
pEaI. 
Let us first prove that 
P&X, A,,) d 2s (2) 
for every x E L and b E 58. Indeed, let lBJAn,,) = {A E (2X),: 
DistB(A,,, A) < E}. Then having in mind that {Dist,(A,, A) < E} G 
{A,c IEE,,~(A,,J and A,,c B,B(A,)} we obtain A,c IEB,,(A,,) for every 
n>n,. It is known that Lccl(A,uA.+, u . ..) (cf. [9, p. 345]), which 
implies L c BJA,J. Therefore for every x E L and /? E .!# p&x, A,,) < 2s. 
Now we prove that pp(y, L) < 2s for every YEA,,, and /?E.G~. We 
put n/, = n (~/2~) (assuming nkp i < nk) and consider the sequence 
Yqp Y,, 3 ...? Y”,, ... defined inductively in the following way: choose y,, in 
the set A,, such that y,, = y and pa( ynk, y,, ,) < ~/2~- ‘. This choice is 
possible in view of (1). The sequence { Y,,}~?=, is a Cauchy sequence 
since pat yHm, y,,) <~/2~~’ when m > k. But the space X is sequentially 
complete and therefore the last sequence is convergent to some element 
YE X. The definition of L implies y E L. For every k we have 
Pp(Yn,, Yn,KPp(Ynk’ Yn,.,) + Pg(Ynk-,‘Yn,_,) + ... + Ps(Yn,, Y?Q) G 
42 k- i + ~12~ ’ + . . + ~12’ < 2s and therefore ps( y, L) d 2~ for every 
fi E g. The last inequality and (2) imply Dista(L, A,,) < 2.5. 
Finally we obtain DistB(L, A,) 6 Dist,(L, A,,) + Dist,(A,,, L) < 3~ for 
every n > n,, which proves Lemma 1.2. 
LEMMA 1.3. The set M c X is totally bounded iff for every E > 0 there 
exists a finite .zg-net in X for every p E .CB. 
The proof is analogous to the proof in [9, Chaps. 2, 21, VIII]. 
Let A+’ be the family of all bounded subsets of X. Let F be a family of 
functions a: B -+ R’+ = [0, co) with a uniformity generated by pointwise 
convergence and a partial order defined in a natural way : a, 6 a, iff for 
every B 6 g al(B) d a2U0 
Kuratowski’s measure of noncompactness on A’ generated by d is called 
a mapping ct :A’ + F defined by the formula a,(Q) = inf{ s > 0: for which 
the set 52 = U;= 1 Sk is a finite union of disjoint sets Sk with diamB Sk <,E}. 
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Haussdorff’s measure of noncompactness on X generated by d is called 
a mapping Q(Q) = inf{e > 0: Q has a finite s-net in X with respect to the 
pseudometric p&x, y)}. 
Let us recall that cc&Q) and xa(Q) are continuous mappings and the 
inequalities xa(Q) < a&Q) < 2x8(Q), BE 9 imply their equivalence. 
THEOREM 1.1. Every sequence A, 3 A, 3 . . . I A,, I . . of nonempty 
bounded closed subsets of X for which lim, _ co a&A,,) = 0 for every BE 3? is 
convergent to the compact set nF=, A, in the space (2x),. 
Proof: Let us suppose, by contradiction, that the sequence {A,):= 1 is 
not a Cauchy sequence. Then there exist s0 > 0, a pseudometric pp,(x, y), 
and a strictly increasing sequence of integers {k,}r= 1 such that 
Dlst&L 4,) 2 ~0. Consequently, there exists a sequence of points 
{xn}Fz 1 for which pP,(x,, Ak,) Z eo. We are sure that x, E A, because the 
inclusion Ak, c A,, (k, > n) implies pB,,(x, A,) = 0 for every x E Ak,. 
Let m be a positive integer such that as&A,) <Ed. We put A, = 
z,vz,v ... vz,, where diampo Zi < co (i = 1, 2, . . . . r). Since x, + iE A, 
for i= 0, 1, 2, . . . . then one of the sets Z,, Z,, . . . . Z, (for instance Z,) 
contains an infinite subsequence xi,, xi2, . . . . xi,, . . . . Let j be an index such 
that i, > k,. Therefore A,,, 2 A, and xii E A, . But xi, E Z,, xi, E Z,, and 
diamp,(Z,) <E~ imply ppO(xi,, xii) < so and &en pP,(xi,, Ak,,) < so, which 
contradicts the definition of the sequence {x,,}~= 1. Consequently {A,}:= 1 
is a Cauchy sequence. But the space (2X), is sequentially complete 
and in view of Lemma 1.2, A, tends to LS,, m A,. Having in 
mind LSk, ~ A, = n;=, cl(A, u A, + 1 u . . .) and A, + 1 c C, we obtain 
L‘s,+, A, = fl,“= 1 A,,. The continuity of clp implies a&n,“, 1 A,,) = 0; that 
is, nF= 1 A,, is a compact set. Theorem 1.1 is thus proved. 
Remark 1. Since ag and xp are equivalent the above theorem is valid if 
we take xp instead of ap. 
Let cp: .@ + S? be a mapping. Define the iterates of cp(j3) inductively as 
q”(P) = cp(@‘(P)), cp’(B) = p. Let (@) be a family of contractive functions 
O,(t): R: + R: with the properties :
(@l) Qp(t) is continuous from the right, strictly increasing, and 
0 < aB(t) < t for t > 0; 
(@2) forevery t>OandPE~,lim,,,~B(~~P(B)(...~rp”(8)(f))...))=0. 
The operator T: X + X is said to be @-contractive if for every X, Y E x 
and B E gB, P~(Tx, TY) G @pbvcB,(x, ~1). 
THEOREM 1.2. [lo]. Let T be @-contractive. For each /?~a there is 
$-,(t)E (a) such that for t>O sup{@,k,8,(t): k=O, 1, 2, . ...} <68(t) and 
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ss(t)/t is nondecreasing. In addition, there is x0 E X such that 
~lpq&o, TX,) G Q(P> xo, TX,) < CC (k = 0, 1, . ..). Then T has at least one 
fixed point in X. 
If we form a sum of @-contractive and completely continuous operators 
the mapping obtained is no longer densifying. That is why we introduce 
the notion of @-densifying operators. T is called @-densifying if for every 
bounded set Q c X and BEST, yg(T(Q)) < @B(yVp(BI(Q)), where yg = a, 
or xp. 
Let E be a separated locally convex space. It is known that its topology 
is uniformizable because every locally convex space is completely regular. 
We suppose that E has the property (C): the convex closure of every com- 
pact set is compact in E. When E is a Banach space, (C) is satisfied in view 
of Mazur’s theorem. If E is a locally convex space, (C) is satisfied when E 
is complete or even quasicomplete. 
Let Mc E be a bounded subset of E. The following theorem guarantees 
the existence of a general class of @-densifying operators. 
THEOREM 1.3. The operator T: M x E -+ E has the properties: 
(1) for each fixed y E E the set T(M, y) is totally bounded; 
(2) for every x E M and y, j E E the inequality 
holds for p E 39. Then the operator T’: M + E defined by the formula 
F(x) = T(x, x) is @-densifving. 
Proof: Let 52 s M and let d = x8,,(Q) > 0 for some PO E g. Fix E > 0 and 
choose a finite (d + &)-net (denoted by So) of the set 52 is the seminorm 
II.)lPO. Then asSo+ Ud+E, where Ud+E= (XCGE: ~~x~~8,<d+~}. Let us 
put G = UYeS,, T(Q, y). On the other hand condition (1) implies that 
(T is totally bounded. We show that (r is an q-net for the set 
%Q)={T( 1 x, x : x E 52) in the seminorm )I IIBO with n < d for sufficiently 
small E > 0. Having in mind the inclusion 0 2 So + Udta we conclude that 
for every x E B there is y E So such that [Ix - YI(~~ <d+ E. But rp is, in 
general, not injective, so we choose indices for which /? E cp P’(po). For the 
last Y we have IITk XI- W, yN18< @B(Ilx- YII~~~J < @,dd+E). In 
view of the right continuity of G8(t) and Qa(t) < t for t > 0, we obtain 
q = cP,(d + E) < d for sufficiently small E > 0. Therefore xa( F(Q)) < 
@,Jx,~~,(Q)), DE?& which proves Theorem 1.3. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let T: M + M c E be a continuous @-denstfying mapping. 
For every bounded set Qc M with ys(Q) ~0 the inequality y,nCs,(sZ)< 
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Q(j3,9) < co (n = 0, 1, . ..) holds for some constant Q > 0. Then T has at least 
one fixed point in M. 
Proof. Let 52 c A4 be a bounded set. Define the sequence T, = Co T(Q), 
T,=CiST(T,) ,..., T,=EiT(T,_,) ,.... Obviously, the members of the 
sequence { T,,},“= i are bounded closed and convex sets. In addition, 
if lip(Q) > 0, then we have Y~(TJ G @p(~vp(p,(Tn-l)) d ... Q 
@pPg+3,C.. ~~,-l,p,(Y,ncs,(sz~)). . . I 6 CD&. . . @vn-lcp,(Q(/?, 52)) . . .)). The 
last chain of inequalities implies lim, _ m ya( T,) = 0 for every j? E 98. Then 
Theorem 1.1 implies that T,, tends to O,, where 0, = fi;= i Tn. The set 52, 
is convex by definition and compact since y&a,) = 0 for every /I E g. But 
T(Q,) E 4, and in view of Tikhonoff’s theorem, T has a fixed point in M. 
II. INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM FOR 
SYNGE'S EQUATIONS WITHOUT “RADIATION" TERM 
Here we recall some denotations from [2] in order to draw the explicit 
form of the equations. The space-time coordinates are x, = (x,, xq = ict) 
where Latin suffices run over 14, while Greek suffices run over l-3 with 
the usual summation convention. The scalar product is (a, b) = a,b,. 
Denotations for the world-lines are L and L’; for the proper masses, m, m’; 
for the charges, e, e’ ; for the coordinates, x,, x: ; for the unit tangent vec- 
tors to the world-lines, A,,, AL; for the elements of the proper time ds, ds’; 
and for the velocities, u,, ub. In addition, we use the denotations 
/A being dimensionless and k having the dimension of a length. 
The charge e describes any curve L in the space-time (Fig. 1). Let A’ be 
any event. Let A be an intersection of L with the nullcone drawn into the 
past from A’. Let A, be the unit tangent vector to L at A, and let 5, be the 
isotrop-vector AA’. Then by assumption from [2], the field at A’ due to L 
is given by the potential 4-vector Dn = -eA,/(A, 5). The corresponding 
electromagnetic tensor is 
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FIGURES 1 and 2 
where 
pn= - (A,[)3 ++($~)]+&+. 
Since a charged particle moves in accordance with the relativistic equation 
of motion, based on the Lorentz force, the world-line L’ of a charge e’, 
passing through A’, satisfies the equation of motion 
m’ dil:, = e’ F A’ 
& $ ?TS S Or 
d;l:, 
ds’= -kCP,(~‘,~)-5,(~‘,P)l. 
If we interchange the roles of the two world-lines and regard L’ as 
assigned, we have with the notation of Fig. 2 the equations of motion 
for L, 
djl,- 
ds 
- -pkCP’(k 5) - &,(A f”)l, 
where 5; is the isotrop-vector B’B and 
Denote Q = eel/m and Q’ = ee’lm’. Then -k = Q’/c’, - pk = Q/c2, and the 
following eight equations are the equations of motion: 
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Taking into account the expressions for P, and Pi we obtain 
(4) 
1 
+ (A’, <‘)2 
Let R(t)= (xl(t), x2(t), x3(t)) and R’(t) = (x;(t), x;(t), x;(t)) be the 
positions of the two particles at times t and t’, correspondingly. The field 
at R’(t) at time t depends on the state of charge e at an earlier instant t’, 
where t’+(l/c)lR’(t)-R(t)1 =t (cf. [ll]), is the relation between two 
times. The field at R(t) at time t depends on the state of charge e’ at an 
earlier instant t”, where t” + ( l/c) IR( t) - R’( t”)l = t. 
Denoting the first case by z21 = t - t’ and the second case by 2,2 = t - t” 
we conclude that z2r and 2r2 must satisfy the functional equations 
T2AI)=f c, Cx&(t)-x,(t-z2,(t))12 (5) 
z,,(t) = f Jcol [x*(t) -at - 712WH2. (6) 
Then the coordinates of the isotrop-vectors {, 5’ are 
r=(x;(t)-x,(t--2,),x;(t)-Xx,(?--z,,), x;(t)-X,(t--21), iCT2,) 
t’ = (xl(f) - x;(t - 7,219 X2(f) - x;(f - Tl2), X3(1) - X;(t - T,2), icz,,). 
Denote d’=,/~~-~U;q(t)~~(t), A=Jc2-up(t and then the 
elements of the proper times become ds’ = A’ dt, ds = A dt’, For d&Ids’ we 
have 
d2’ a _ 1 d d(t) 1 d&(t)+ u;(t) d 1 -=- --- 
ds’ -A’ dt A’ Al2 dt A’ dt A” 
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If we denote by F,’ the right-hand sides of the first three equations, then we 
can write 
1 &L(t) u;(t) d 1 
r27+ ---= 
F, 
A A’ dt A’ ’ 
(a= 1,2, 3). 
The expression (l/A’)(d/dt)( l/A’) can be excluded from the fourth equation 
and replaced in the first three since d&/ds’ = (ic/A’)(d/dt)( l/A’). The fourth 
equation is 
. 
So we obtain the three,equations 
In the above equations there are derivatives with respect to t and t’. 
Therefore du/dt’ = (du/dr)(dt/dt’). We find dt/dt’ from the relation 
t’+ilR’(t)-R(t’)l = t. Indeed, 
-= 1 -$dt’) dt 
dt’ cx. 
Having in mind that t’ = t - zl, we introduce the denotation 
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Then 
dt’ = ; dt. 
Finally, for dAL/ds’ and dL, Jds we have (~1 = 1,2, 3) 
d 4x(t) d;l’ ct- 1 1 
ds’ 
Wt) + u&(t) d$(t) .--=-.- 
-A’ dt A’ At2 dt At4 - qt) --&-; 
a- 1 d dt’) 1 dt d u, an -=-.-.-- 
ds -A dt’ A A dt’ dt A 
id~,(t-r,,)+u,(t--21) du,(t - ~21) 
A2 dt A4 q3(t - z21) 1 dt ’ 
Further, we have 
(A’, ;2) = 
2$(t) zQ(t - T21) - c2 
AA’ ’ 
d,l, icD 
-=-pa-21) 
du,(t - ~21) 
ds dt > 
($, <) =D[~d~~‘~~ii1)+5~1(~~~i21’ui(f-i2,) 
~~~21 du,(t - ~21 I 
--p&--21) dt 1 
q-21) 
Az qt) u,(t - z21) 
c2 
---pa--21) 1 $0 -521 I dt ’ 
With the last four equations we proceed in an analogous way. Introducing 
the denotations 
a=&‘-u,(t)u,(t), 
a,=JC2-Ub(t-T*2)U~(t--212), 
D’=l- 
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we can write the system of equations of motion in final form: 
- Cu,(t - T21) - 4(t)l CS/&(t) - c”z211 
C~p~(‘-~21)-C2~2,13 
. A=+0 t,+ 
[ ( 
u&t - TX) 
A2 r,U,(t-T21) 
C2 
- 7 z21 ug(t - %I) 
) du,(;; d] 
[S&(t) - c3211 
du,(t - ~21) 
+D [ 
dt 
C&G+dt - 721) - C2~2112 
+ uci(t - z21) - d.(t) 
A2 ug(t - r21) 
du,(t - 721) 
dt 1 
C~pqd - z21) - C2~2112 
- [(, -u;(t) TZl] 
[ 
2$(t) + Up(f;2T=1) u;(t) u,(t - T21) 
C5pqd” - t21) - c272112 
c2 
--p/A--21) 1 dq& - ~21) dt 
1 
C5/?ug(t--21)-C2~2112 ’ 
(7) 
b(t) QJ -=- C5; - ~~2dt)lCqdt) qdt - 712) - c’l 
dt c= 
I 
Cg&(t - 212) - C2T1213 
- -, 212 qt - Tl2) 
A > 
d$(t - 212) 
dt 1 
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+ 4At - 512) -u,(t) d$At - Tn) 
-12 A .gct - t12) dt 1 
L-r+gt - 212) - c221212 
C2 d$& - rn) 
-- -, $(f-T,,) A dt 
It is easy to see that (7) is a functional differential system of neutral type 
with respect o the unknown velocities. 
Now we consider the problem of the existence of solutions of functional 
equations (5) and (6). Let E > 0 be a constant such that C-C c, where c is 
the speed of light. 
THEOREM 2.1. If the velocities of the particles satisfy the inequalities 
u&(t) u:(t) < E, u,(t) u,(t) ~2 on any compact Kc (-CO, 00) = R’, then (5) 
(resp. (6)) has a unique continuous olution on R’. 
Proof: Let C(R’ ) be the topological vector space consisting of all con- 
tinuous functions z(t): R’ + R’ with a topology of uniform convergence on 
the compact subsets of R’. A saturated family of seminorms generating a 
topology of C(R’) is {llrllK}, IIrI(,=sup{lr(t)l: tEK), where K runs over 
all compact subsets of R’. Define the operators 
where (i, j) = (2, l), (1,2). It is easy to verify that F: C(R’) + C(R’) and F 
is a contractive operator. Indeed, 
f(t, Y)=+, Cxh(t)-x,(t-Y)12 
df 1 cm Cx&(t)-x,(t-Y)l %(t-Y) -=- 
+ c Jc, [4(t) -x,(t- Y)12 . 
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Then applying the well-known Cauchy-Bunjakowski-Schwarz inequality 
we obtain 
<A IL C-d(f) - x,(t - f,(r))1 u,(t - fij(f))l \ c c, C-d(l) - Xcz(f - ~(t))l’ 
IT,(f) - fij(l)l 
1 JL Cxh(t) - x,(t - %jW12JC, &- fij(t)) 
C c, C&(f) - x,(t - z”ijW)12 
x b,(t) - ?jj(t)l 6 p,(r) - zjj(t)l, 
where fii is a mean value function. Taking the supremum in t over an 
arbitrary compact Kc R’, we obtain 
Theorems 2 and 3 from [lo] (here cp is an identity map) imply the 
existence of a unique continuous solution of (5) (resp. (6)), which proves 
Theorem 2.1. 
Denoting by FL and F, the right-hand sides of (7) we can formulate the 
initial value problem for (7): for presenting initial valocities and accelera- 
tions for t<O to find a solution of (7) for t >O, that is, 
d(t) = f&(t), u,(t) = %0(f)* t<O 63) 
e(l) &o(t) d%(t) 4&3(t) -=- -=- 
dt dt ’ dt dt ’ 
t 6 0. 
By the usual substitution 
du;(t) 
wb(r) = 7’ 
du,(t) w,(t)=- 
dt ’ 
d&(t) wg t) = - 
dt ’ 
&o(t) 
W,o(~) = 7 
we reduce (8) to 
w;(t)=F,, t>O; w&(t) = w&o(t), t < 0 
w,(t) = F,, t > 0; w,(r) = w,dt), l< 0. 
(9) 
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Let us recall that 
, s 
x&(t) = x:0 + u&o t + 
II 
w&(O) d6 ds, xj, = x;(O), u& = u;(O); 
0 0 
t s 
x,(t) = x,0 + u,o t + il 
w,(O) d0 ds, xEo = x,(O), uxo = u,(O). 
0 0 
In order to simplify further estimations we introduce the denotations 
L-5, - 7214At)l Cub(t) q?(t - T21) - c’l 
- Cdt - 721) - d(t)1 Kp;9(0 - c2d 
csp~(‘-~*,)-c2~2113 
D =Q’A’D E’ = S&3(‘) - c*z21 
Q’ c2’ 
CSp~p(t--21)--2~2,12’ 
HA= 5, - d(t) T21 
C4&(f - z21) - C2~2112’ 
G, = Ct;p$) - C2~211C~,(f--21)-~~(t)l 
a A2CSgUp(t--21)--*t2112 
7 
cg = ub( t) + Us(‘-t21)Uj(t)Uy(f-Z21) c2q?(t--21) 
A2 A ’ 
cc - ~,2%WlbgW $a - 212) - c’l 
A =i@ - Cat - t12) - %(t)l Cq3upW - c2521 OL C2 C&&- 712) - c2z1213 
B,=t;+ uy--271*)~:.:(t-712)-~712u~(t-712), 
D =QJD’ S&3(‘) - c*t12 
8 c2 ’ E= [qju;(t-712)-c*712]2’ 
H,= t:, - u,(t) z12 
Ctb$(t- TIZ) - C271212’ 
G = C&+?(t) - c2r121C4(t -712) - u,(t)1 OL 
a12[&ju;p(t - 712) - c27,2]* ’ 
c, = up(t) + $0 - 712) u,(t) qt - 712) c2@ - 712) - 
-12 A 21 . 
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Then system (9) becomes 
w&(t)=d*Aj+DQ,E’w,(t-T*l) 
+ CDA:,B~+D~,.G:U~(~-T~,)-D,,H,‘C;,] M.,~(~-T~~), f>O 
W,(t) = ii’*A% + &h~;(t- T12) 
+ CD’A,B,+D,G,ub(t-z,,)-D,H,C,] w;(t--z,,), t>o 
w:(t) = w&(t). w,(t) = w,o(f), t < 0. (10) 
We need the following estimates: 
dbc, d’dc, It.-r*,u&(t)l~~+F?*1~(c+F)~*,, 
lc*--~(%(~--*,)l dc2+Jq5qGj u,(t-T*,)u,(t-T*,) 
d c* + F2, 
c 
2 
521 - irpup(t - 521) > C2T2, - ~&,(t--T2,)u,(t--2, 
> C(C - c) T2,. 
Then 
IAh1 G IQ’1 
(c+E)3 i. 
C"(C - 2)’ T;, ’ A* I4 < IQ’1 c:;c+!;;3 $; 21 
1 1 
ID,,1 G IQ’1 9; J/y gc+c.i. 
C(C - c)’ T21 ’ 
lB;l G 
c2( c + ~J~) 
c2 - p* T21; 
IC:)Q2'.1. 
C(C - F)3 T2, ' 
lHjl< c+c l . 
c*(c-F)*';' 
and consequently 
IF:1 Q A2 IAil + ID,,1 IE’I Iw,(t - zx)/ 
+ (101 IAll lB;l + ID,.1 IW bg(t - T21)1 
+D,d Iff:I Icpl) IWg(t--r,,)l 
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(c+c)3 ’ + (‘+‘)’ .i,, (f-T21)l 
c2(c-ig3’z:1 c3(c-q2 z21 LY 
(c + C)‘( c + ip=2) + 2E2( c2 - C’) 
+ 
+cc(c2-FZ)(1 +J?-T) 
c3( c - C)” 
. 
(11) 
In an analogous way we obtain 
L 
(11’) 
Further, we separate the right-hand sides of (11) and (11’) in the 
following way: F,:=F;++;, F,=pm+Fs (~=1,2,3), where F;=A2Ah. 
& = z2Aa, F; = DQ,E’w,(t-r,,) + [DA& + G;Dp.u,(t-r,,) - 
HLD,,Cb] wp(t - Zig), and F, = DpEw,(t-72,) + [D’A,B, + 
G,Dg u;9( t - zL2) - H, D, C,] wg( t= T,~). We obtain Lipschitz estimates 
for Fd and FE with respect to w,(t -Zig), ug(t- zzl), xg(t- zzI) and 
w&(t - Tag), ~b(t - z,,), xb(t - r12), correspondingly. Denoting the vectors 
(w,(t - ~~~1, u,(t - ~2,), x,(t - 721 ) by w, we have 
I~34 - ~;;&(@)I G Iwatt - 721)l PeWI IE’(w) - E’(w)1 
+ I watt - 72,)l P’(W)1 IDeW - D&9 
+ ID,,1 IE’(*)l Iwatt - ~21) - @At-- r21)l 
+ IAl( I%w)l Iw,dt - 7,111 ID(w) -D(W)1 
+ ID(@)I IB;(w)l Iwg(f- 72111 IAh - &,(*)I 
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+ ID(W)1 IAh(@)l Iw,,(t-Tzz,)l IB;(G)-q(u))l 
+ IN@)l IA:(@)1 Iqd~)I lu’B(t- T2I - I;c;,(t - T21 )I 
+ I~&~)l b& - Tz,)l b+‘&t - T21 )I IG;(w) - Gj(*)l 
+ IGX*)l lu&f - ~2~11 Iwg(t - 721 )I IDpdw) - Dp(*)l 
+ IGh(@)l PpdW)l Iw~(~-~x)I Iug(t--2,)-Ug(t-72,)1 
+ IGXW)l Pp(*)l lc,(t - 721 )IIwdt - 521) - @p(t - 721 )I
+ lCjdW)l ~p(w)l IbVg(f - 721)l I%(w) - K(@)l 
+ IffA(@)l l~~dw)l Iw&t - 721)l IC;(W) - Cb(@)l 
+ Ifc(~)l Iqdw)l Iwg(f - 7x)1 I&&4 - oQ,(w)l 
+ IHXW)l lCg(@)l IDp( Iwg(t - 721) - @,(f - 721)l. 
In what follows we estimate every summand from the above inequality: 
I~~UB(~--~~I)-C~~~II~ 1Ix -x l Y Y 
+c 
W,l lS/Pg~)-c27*11 
y ~t/+/~(~-~,,)--~%,~~ 
Iuy-iiyI 
d 
C(3c+C) 1 
.TC Ix,-q 
C’(C- ?)3 T2, y 
+ 2(c+C) 1 
-.-I Iur-UJ; 
c(c-C13 721 y 
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+cf;f’;;3-3 l”r-q; 
1 i’ 
IG&(w) - G&(w)1 < 
2cyc + 3C) 
+ [Xv-XVI 
c’(c + C)(c - C)” z& v 
c2+4cc+7c2 1 
+ -1 by-&I; 
c(c + C)(c - q4 721 y 
ICb(w) - c;(w)1 < 
c’( c2 + iT* + C2j2-T) 
(2 - E2)2 ; b$-q 
For p; and pa we obtain the estimates 
I&)-?(*)I G IQ’1 $; IWBI cIx,--x,I 
V 
+?T lwfll &-ql +:c lwv-~vl]; (12) 
Y V 
l~Jw)-~J~)l< IQI GE lwblc I+“;I 
7:2 p V 
+2; lwy c 1$,-q +2x lwb-q], (12’) 
V V 
where 
L =Pc(c+C)(c-~)*(3c+F)+2Fc(c+~)(c-~)~ 
0 c5(c - 2)s 
+ 2c( c + C)Z( c- E)( c + 2jF-q 
c5( c - 2)s 
+ (c* + Ej=)(c4 + 2c3E + 12c2E2 +6cE3 + 3C4) 
c5(c - 2)s 
+ (c + 2)3(c - C) c2 + 223c(c - C)(3c + C) + 4E3c(c - C)’ 
c5( c - C)S 
409/151/2-14 
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L =2(c+F)‘(c-q3C*+ (c+c)(c-q3c* 
1 
c’(c - cy 
+ (c + C)‘(c - C)(c + @=7) c3 
c’(c - C)’ 
+(c+c)*(4c+2c)(c*+cJm) 
c5( c - C)" 
+(c+C)2(2Cc3 +c4Jx2) 
2(c-~y 
+ cC(c-F)(c3+ 7C2c+4Fc2)+ 2EV(C- cy+ 2&qc+ C)(c- q2 
cS(c-q5 
+ 2Cc3(cZ- ?)(l + Jz7) + c’(c - C)(c2 + c2 + Cy/Fz2) 
c5(c - C)’ 
+ c’(c - E)3( 1 + J7-q. 
c5(c-q5 ’ 
L,=(C+F)2(C-F)2+(C+~)3(C+~J2-2)+2F(C2-F2) 
c’( c - 2)” 
+ C2(c - E)( 1 + dz?) 
c’(c - 2)” 
In addition, we introduce the denotations 
P,= 
Qo=max{lQly IQ’1 ), p =4(c+93 O (c-C)3 
2( c* - 2’)’ + 2( c + C)‘( c + EJK-2) + 4F2( c2 - C2) 
MO = 4c2Lo, M, = 2cL,, M, = 2cL,. r(t) is the distance between particles 
at the instant t. Having in mind zii(t) > r(t)/(2c) from [3] and (1 l), (1 l’), 
(12), (12’) we obtain 
IFi1 d Qo A+sc IwpJ 
r2(t) r(t) B I 
, p"+cC ,w;l 
r2(t) r(t) 1 
(13) 
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Denoting So = max{3P, Qo, M,) and [J!,;~(R’)]~ = LEJR’) x . . . x 
L,yc(R’), we formulate the main existence result. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let the distance-function r(t) satisfy the inequalities 
3PoQ+Mo(t-~~+M, It-21 r(t)] 
< r2(t)(r(t) - soy; r(t)>&, t30. (15) 
Then for every w,(t) E L,zJR’) for which 
PoQo 
r(t)Cr(t) - Sol 
d w,(t) < r(t)Cr(t) - Sol 
3e,[M,(t-~~+A4~ It-$1 r(t)]’ t30 (16) 
such that Iw>o(t)l < w,(t), I w,,(t)1 < we(t) there exists a solution of the 
initial value problem (9) belonging to [LzC(R1)]6, 
Proof Let us consider the linear space LZJR’) with a topology 
generated by a saturated family of seminorms llf/l K = ess sup{ 1 f(t), : t E Kj, 
where K runs over all compact subsets of R’. A saturated family of semi- 
norms for [LzC(R’)16 is llwlIK= II{fi, . . . . f6}IIK=max{ Ilf,llK: I= 1, . . . . 6). 
Define the operator T: [L1T&R’)16 + [L,zC(R’)16 by the formula 
(Tw),(t)=w&,(t), (Tw),+,(t)=w,,(t) for t60 and (Tw),(t)=F;+p;, 
(Tw).+,(t)=FE+Fm for t>O (cc=1,2,3). The operator T maps 
[LzC(R’)16 into itself because (Tw), and ( Tw),+~ are measurable functions. 
Consider a subset Mc [LgC(R’)16 defined in the following way: M= 
((fi, . . . . f6)E [LzC(R’)16: Ifk(t)l <w,(t), k= 1, 2, . . . . 6}. It is easy to verify 
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that A4 is closed convex and bounded. Having in ming (13) and the left- 
hand side of (16) we obtain 
I(TwLl G PoQo + 3J’,Qor(t) w,(f) < w (t). 
r2(t) 
---. 0 2 
I(TwL+31 G 
PoQo + 3P, Qodt) w,(t) < w (t). 
r2(t) 
yo 9 
i.e., T maps M into itself. 
Let us present the operator T as a sum of two operators T= T+ 7: 
where 
We show that T is completely continuous, while p is a Gcontractive 
operator. 
Consider the operators U, UTg: Lg(R’) + C(P) c L;JR’) (i, j) = 
(2, 11, (L2)). 
( UwMt) = u&o(t), t<O 
(Uw)(t) = I 
(Uw), + 3(f) = u,o + s w,(s) 4 
t>o; 
0 
i 
5 
I 
(Uw),(t) = uLo + w;(s) ds, t>o; 
0 
(Uw), + 3(t) = &o(t), t < 0, 
vL,,W) = (Uy)(t--d. 
They are completely continuous. Indeed, for every t, i belonging to an 
arbitrary compact K we have (y = 1,2, . . . . 6) 
Ivw,W- Ww),(t)l 
4lj~Iw,(s)ldsldesssup(w,(i):.-tKllri, 
NQW - Wuw)(i)l 
~esssup{wo(z):z~K}(~t-i~+~sii(t)-zii(~l). 
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In addition, it is known that dz,/dt (fi C)/(c- 1.7) E ~~ and therefore 
Isti( t) - sii(r)l < z,, 1 t - il. The continuity of U and UrY can be established by 
means of Lebesgue’s convergence theorem. 
The same is valid for the operators I’, V+: Lzc(R’) -+ C’(R’) c Lzc(R1): 
* s (vw),(t)=x;,+&t+ is w&(e) dt9 ds, t>o; 0 0 
i 
( VW),(t) =x:0(t), t<O; 
(VW)(t) = f s 
(VW),+,(t) =x,0+ u,ot+ i‘ 
w,( 0) dtl ds, t>o; 
0 0 
(VW),, At) = x,,(t), t<o; 
(V,,W) = (Vw)(t - 7,-h 
because for every t, in K we have (y = 1,2, . . . . 6) 
I(Vw),(t)-(Vw),(o[ <clt-il + jt, j;w,(B)dBds <2cIt-iI, 
IWQW- K~w3 d2cClt-il + Iqt)--ijmll. 
It remains to show that the following operators are completely con- 
tinuous : 
(Yip)(t) = ~&)(w(t)~ 
A 
i 
(m,(t) = ww,w> 
(Yw)(t)= (fw),(t)=&J(uw),(t), 
(Y = 1,2,3) 
(Y = 4, 596). 
Indeed 
I( +4,(t) - (y&m G c IQ(t) - +)I + f,(K) @o(K) It - 4, 
T,(K)= sup@,(t): td}, ti,(K)=sup{wo(t): MY}, 
I( m,(t) - (m,m 
6 2c21t- il + c21qj(t)-qy(t]l + [,(K)I (Uw),(t)- (Uw),(fll 
(Y = 1, 2, 3), e,w = sup{ b&WI : t E K), 
I(m,we4,m 
d2c21t-tl +c21qj(t)-tij(lq +~;~~3(K)~(UW)7(t)-(UW)y(i)l’ 
(Y =4,5,6), er-3(K)=sup{l5$-,(t)l: tEK}. 
Then the operator T is completely continuous as a composition of con- 
tinuous and completely continuous operators. 
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Define the mapping cp of the index set into itself, 
cp(K) = 
i 
K when Kc(-cc,01 
K,, u Ku, when Kc (0, m), 
where K,= (t-r,(t): ~EK}, (i,j)=(2, l), (1, 2). In view of (14) and the 
right inequality of (16) we have II% - %I1 K < L, I/M? - ~11 mcKj, where 
r(t) +M,r(t)( t-2c I II w,(t)+%EK r(t) 
Consequently T is @-contractive. 
A suitable measure of noncompactness for [LEc(R’)16 is 
x,(Q)= lim SUP sup Ilw- whllK, where wh = (fr,,(t)}P= I, 
a-0 wtQ O<hiiY 
In view of Theorem 1.3 T is a Gdensifying operator. 
In order to apply Theorem 1.4 we must verify that for every bounded 
subset s2 c M for which x,(a) > 0, the inequality X+,“(~)(Q) < Q 
(n = 0, 1, . ..) holds. Indeed, since t - To(t) are retardations and q(K) is “on 
the left” with respect to K, then there exists a compact set K such that 
p”(K) G R (n = 0, 1, 2, . ..) which implies the desired condition. Then 
Theorem 1.4 guartantees the existence of a fixed point of T; that is, 
problem (10) has a solution. Theorem 2.2 is thus proved. 
Finally we discuss the conditions of Theorem 2.2. If in (15) we put t = 0 
we obtain a lower bound for the distance between particles at the initial 
instant t = 0. Indeed, 
r*(O)[r(O) - So]* > 3PoQi 
M 
-$r’(O)+~r*(O) , 1 
r(O)>S,+~ 
QoJ 
3P,(M, + 2cM,) = So + Q, Jm. 
It is easy to see that every solution r(t) of (15) satisfies the condition 
lim,, m r(r) = co. If we suppose, by contradiction, that lim, _ m r(t) = const, 
then for sufficiently large t it would be false because on the left-hand side 
t + cc. In view of the condition r(r) > So the particles do not collide. 
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In the “nonrelativistic” case C< c simple computations show that 
S - l/c’, SO + Q, J3p,o - l/c’. 
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